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Mosses as bioindicators of aero pollution in urban areas
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Mosses biomonitoring was used as a complcmcnlar}' method for classic instnimciital methods

for air pollution detection and control in the second part of the last ccntur>’. Since then,
mosses have been used as bioindicators for radioactive contamination of the environment for

global distribution of radionuclides due to nuclear weapons atmospheric tests, for
assessment of radioactive contamination of the environment after the nuclear plant accident m

Chernobyl in 1986, for radioactivity monitoring in the vicinity of nuclear power plants etc^
Mosses and lichen proved to be reliable indicators of contamimition of the environment due ^
military' use of depleted uranium in Bosnia and Serbia in the last decade of the 20th cenWO.
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major European eities, as it provide daUi on anthropogenic pollution in urban area
metals due to traffic and fossil fuel combustion. Mosses are used to identify the

pollution as they accumulate elements and therefore provide data on the sources of

sources even after the pollution episode took place But as in urban areas mosses

often found in quantities sufficient to analyze, the method of active biomonitoring or so c^

bag techniques with moss transplantants has been frequently used The method has a n-
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■’   uas oecn irequentiv used. 1 ne mciuuv.i ‘“'relements,
advantages considenng the precise exposure time, data on the concentrations of clem

possibility to choose a location of interest etc .

The paper presents the results of detemtinat.on of radionucl.des contents tn mosses
itthanarea (city of Belgrade) that was aimed to assess the val.dity of the me'ho
adioaelivity evaluation in ground level air. Samples of mosses in plastic bags (Sph S

argensohmt, Russta) were exposed for a year (May 2006 to May 2007) m the central
near the loca highway, Act.vity of the radionuel.des was measured on
ICanberra, relative efficiency 23 k,, * . , The

radioactive material IAEA-373 (grass) standard gamma spcctrom - (i„g nme
58 hs, and total standard error of ‘’f "'I was
l37Cs,20%for210Pbandl6%for4QK ' radionudid

for10%

The obtained mean activities (with Qi-j^a i , . ^  n ... fnr 13'7C®'

± 34) Bq/kg for 40K and (315 ± 25) S ^ ■ f the
Values obtained in mosses originated frn 210Pb. The values were 1 pro ^
due to the vicinity of the highway. Xhe ^ higher values^ o
calibration procedure, moss biomoniin ■ ^ Proved that considering the c ^ricth^
determination of radionuclides in air in ^^rild be used as a complcrncn

“●r in urban areas.


